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Dear Colleagues:   

September 11, 2001 – Still Fresh
Many of us remember where we were on September 11, 2001—it does not seem like 17 years 
ago. I was at O’Hare Airport on my way back from visiting my colleagues in Minnesota and 
heading to Washington, D.C.  Here we were told to claim our luggage and to leave the airport; 
nevertheless, the environment at O’Hare was peaceful, and people were helping one another
—people were kind to one another—people stopped people and offered assistance. I think of 
Amy who had a child on her hip as she struggled to get her luggage.  I offered to help her, and 
she agreed. She told me she was traveling with her newborn to New Mexico.  Her husband had 
dropped them off at O’Hare from Michigan and she was worried that she could not continue 
on her journey.  So, I stayed with Amy and her newborn; I helped them to be comfortable 
until Pastor Rob came and picked them up from the hotel that afternoon.  The man seemed so 
grateful:  he could not thank this Black guy enough who was helping out his Caucasian family.  
On 9/11, we were all just humans bound together by a horrendous event that provoked our 
natural instinct to engage in kindness.   We did not think of our differences; we were 
unselfish and caring. 

Later, Amy’s grandparents wrote me a handwritten letter than still brings tears to my eyes.  
Over the years, Amy and I lost track on one another, but reconnected on July 15th of this year 
when Amy wrote me again. Her letter (excerpted below) immediately brought to my mind the 
deep connection of that day long ago when strangers embraced and cared for one another’s 
well-being.    

“My grandfather referred to you as my guardian angel. He is forever grateful for your compassion to me 
as well as my daughter. When I think back on that day, my young 23-year-old self, had no idea how much 
our world would change. I can remember the enormous fear bubbling inside of me as I realized that I was 
stuck in Chicago with my infant daughter, no transportation, no family, no friends and very little financial 
resources. After hearing the chatter, I was terrified to trust anyone. I was on my way to unraveling without 
a plan. Then…you came along. I sincerely believe that God placed you in front of me for a very specific 
reason. I was not alone. Humanity at its finest beamed through you. To this day, I still am overcome with 
overwhelming gratitude towards your actions. Not only did you console and offer help, you put your words 
into action. Your gentle and kind spirit was just what I needed in this moment of crisis. God worked 
through you to bring comfort to one of His children. Thank you for being His vessel. Thank you for 
showing such love and compassion. Thank you for being my guardian angel.” 

Today, we are sadly reminded of the many lives that were lost that day, but also remember 
how we pledged to be kinder…. are we?  I hope so.   

Reconfiguration of IT
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Based on our needs and the recommendation of IT VC Jason Cole, we have given IT two new 
departments: Research and Distance Education. These two departments will move to 
Academic Affairs under the leadership of VC Siri Brown. One of the points I made to the IT 
group is that I want IT to concentrate solely on its direct mission and the implementation of 
PeopleSoft.  This reconfiguration will accomplish that. We thank VC Cole for his contributions 
to Peralta and wish him well in his future endeavors.   
OnePeralta Conversation
I met with the Presidents and IT staff to discuss the move forward with OnePeralta. Vice 
Chancellors joined the discussion and we formed a temporary leadership Steering group to 
support moving the project forward.  Additionally, I received a resolution from the District 
Technology Committee encouraging us to move forward with the implementation of 
OnePeralta.  We are discussing the overall implementation now and want to move quickly 
with both the ongoing implementation and the recruitment of a Vice Chancellor for 
Information Technology that will assist in the PeopleSoft implementation. 

Brandon Sosa from Deloitte joined our conversation today. The company is finishing up some 
work to put us in a position to resume the PeopleSoft project. We are scheduled to meet with 
Sosa again on September 21st at 3 p.m. via conference call to discuss the freezing of 
OnePeralta and the timing and necessary resources to resume the project. At the same time, 
there are critical updates that need to be installed and we will work with a provider to make 
that happen.  

Campaign Season
On behalf of our students, faculty, staff, administration and our community, I want to thank 
the Governing Board for giving the voters the opportunity to show their support for Peralta 
through the potential extension of the Parcel Tax and the General Obligation Bond.  A 
campaign to make the wishes of the Board a reality is on its way. 

I am letting you know that I have volunteered to lead the campaigns with the support of a 
committee, to include a director, a treasurer and a fundraising director.  I am using time off 
the clock to work on the campaign, as well as vacation days I have accumulated and other 
non-duty times.   

If anyone is interested in learning more about the campaign, they may contact the campaign 
strategist Emily Salgado at emily@lewedwardsgroup.com 

As Peralta employees, please do not feel pressured by anyone to support any candidates or 
Measures. Since most of you are voters, it is important to know the District should not 
influence, nor control your political views or activities.  Additionally, employees are forbidden 
to use District time or resources to support or oppose candidates or Measures. 

-------- 

In closing, I urge you to recall our 9/11 pledge to care for one another, to seek the truth, and 
to allow kindness and your love of education to guide you forward. 

Jowel C. Laguerre, Ph.D. 
Chancellor 

1988 Kansas Christa McAuliffe Fellow
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